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Is Sacred Breath Academy A Cult?

by Angela Smith, HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder

"The Atlantic" lists seven ways to spot a cult.  They include: 

opposing critical thinking, isolating members and penalizing them for 

leaving, emphasizing special doctrines outside of scripture, seeking 

inappropriate loyalty to their leaders, dishonoring the family unit, 

crossing Biblical boundaries of behavior (versus ...personal 

ownership), and separation from the church (meaning a recognized 

or registered faith-based provider).[1]  That was taken from an 

article titled "The Seven Signs You're In A Cult".  The signs listed 

are the seven signs.

Sacred Breath Academy opposes critical thinking.  This has been 

clear in their communications with HEAL.  This is also clear in the 

false claims they make about health benefits of their unconscious 

spiritual breathing practices.  And, you can find proof of that 

deception and more at http://www.heal-

online.org/breathless.htm.  But, specifically, on pages 13-14 of 

http://www.heal-online.org/sbasite.pdf and compare that with the 

statement from the National Cancer Institute of the National Institute 

of Health (NIH) here: http://www.heal-online.org/nciagent.pdf

Now, I contacted Danielle (aka fake name "Kaya") to ask seven 

questions about licensing, accreditation, and qualifications and in 

response I was called a "mentally unstable terrorist" while Danielle 

quoted a website run by traffickers affiliated with the now closed 

"Abundant Life Academy" which was founded by a trafficker, 

relocated after being shut down for human rights violations multiple 

times, and finally had 3 directors of that "academy" arrested after 

being caught on video mercilessly beating one of their captives 

which was reported by Fox News.[2][3][4]  Given Danielle/Sacred 

Breath Academy's association with Deepak Chopra and his ties to 

the Jeffrey Epstein child sex trafficking scandal, I'm sure you can 

see why HEAL is concerned and this program is on our watch-list.  

I'm not sure if it is because Danielle is stupid or simply incapable of 

honest reason or critical thinking which is why she felt responding to 
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HEAL in the manner she did would resolve our concerns in any way, 

but, she might be a Mentally Retarded Female (MRF) or 

developmentally disabled and actually believe her imaginings have 

value or validity outside her own controlled environment.  If the 

above doesn't establish for you beyond a reasonable doubt that 

Danielle and Sacred Breath Academy oppose critical thinking, they 

also had one of their members perjure themselves to try to extort 

HEAL into discontinuing our exposing the fraud/cult that is Sacred 

Breath Academy knowing or having reason to know that we have 

the evidence stated above showing they are a fraud confirmed by 

the NIH.

Sacred Breath Academy does from our experience isolate their 

members and try to control their communications with the outside 

world or anyone who doesn't support the cult.  It is unclear what 

penalties the members may experience, but, apparently forcing 

them to put themselves at risk of 4 years+ prison time in California is 

part of it.  And, as much as I and anyone at HEAL would prefer not 

to have to present all the evidence we have that said perjury 

occurred, we're a party to the action and have no choice but to 

defend ourselves and give the truth voice in court.  So, while we'd 

like to protect victims of fraud and cults, when they allow themselves 

to be coerced or manipulated into putting their advocates in harm's 

way, as advocates we're left with no option but to put the truth on 

the record.  So, keep that in mind when contacting HEAL for 

assistance.

Sacred Breath Academy claims breath is feminine.  Astrology says 

air is masculine as does the Bible.  God (often referred to as "He" or 

"HE" biblically and traditionally) is masculine and breathes the 

breath of life into man based on creationist materials accepted and 

promoted by established faith-based providers of services operating 

above board and not-for-profit unlike Sacred Breath Academy. So, 

emphasizing incorrect interpretations or skewing meanings of 

existing spiritual dogmas is part of their practices at Sacred Breath 

Academy.

Sacred Breath Academy absolutely seeks inappropriate loyalty to 

their leaders.  This has been described above.  But, demanding 

followers perjure themselves and risk a prison sentence to try to 

coerce consumer advocates like HEAL into censoring ourselves in 

some virtual hostage situation certainly suggests demands of 

inappropriate loyalty to their leaders such as Danielle.

Sacred Breath Academy has caused disagreement about spiritual 

paths to enlightenment among family members where family 

members of members of the cult refuse to partake in services by the 

cult.  I'm not at liberty to further expand on that point because I 

recognize the importance of discretion and love the family involved 

too much to include them here or discuss further the details.
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Sacred Breath Academy certainly crosses Biblical boundaries of 

behavior which includes their bearing false witness or asking others 

to do the same for their theft by deceit/fraudulent enterprise.

Sacred Breath Academy is not a division of any recognized church 

or faith-based service provider.  Based on communications with 

Danielle and others, it appears to be in all regards a storefront lure 

to Rebirthing Breathwork International a known cult responsible for 

the deaths of children.[5][6][7]  And, fake names or alternate names 

have been used by cult leaders operating rebirthing breathwork cults 

that have done serious psychological harm.[8]

So, that's all seven signs of a cult as shared by "The Atlantic" as 

what to watch out for when exercising due diligence to avoid 

becoming a victim yourself.  Other signs provided by CultWatch.com 

include: if you are told who you can and cannot talk to or associate 

with, experiential rather than logical (similar to opposing critical 

thinking), and saying they have to make people pay for it otherwise 

they won't appreciate it.[9]  Sacred Breath Academy has 

encouraged separation from friends who don't support the cult.  

Sacred Breath Academy opposes critical thinking and is definitively 

experiential rather than logical.  And, Sacred Breath Academy does 

promote "gratitude" just like Jeffrey Epstein with his "charity".    

So, based on both my being a survivor of similar cult abuse and 

fraud and an advocate of 17 years (officially) for victims of similar 

cults/abuses/frauds, I believe I've reasonably identified Sacred 

Breath Academy as the worst one we've had any interactions with in 

years.  They are worse than many on the HEAL watch-list in both 

their known associations, practices, overt threats to HEAL, and not 

exercising any due diligence to even look remotely legitimate on 

paper by at least getting a standard business license.  So, they are 

both stupid and criminal, so, more likely to get held accountable 

than others on the HEAL watch-list.

I'm open to considering new information while suggesting to 

everyone that threats, coercion, and intimidation do not result in 

HEAL's showing cowardice in the face of evil.  We trust the 

government enough to know laws related to our own activities and 

meet all state and federal requirements for our activist network.  

And, we understand law enforcement must prioritize biggest threat 

so may see what appears to be just a "yoga camp" as not an 

emergency though a little more time looking at all the facts might 

just establish otherwise, especially when revealed in the jurisdiction 

where the cult primarily operates and at their own request too.  

Should this all be revealed to be a comedy of errors at some point, I 

personally would love that revelation.  At the moment, I have 

enough clarity of vision to know that Sacred Breath Academy is one 
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Posted by HEAL at 6:55 PM
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nasty cult that should be shut down.  I have word Google agrees as 

does the NIH.  And, if you are on our watch-list and disturbed to be 

listed with a place such as Sacred Breath Academy, publicly 

disclaiming any affiliation or promotion of it yourself would be a sign 

of good faith along with any report made to the FTC or other bodies 

who might investigate their false claims defrauding people about 

cancer.  I don't think a single program on our watch-list besides 

Sacred Breath Academy has ever defrauded people about cancer.  

I'd have to review our records to be certain.  You can e-mail HEAL 

evidence that you've disclaimed association or affiliation with Sacred 

Breath Academy and/or denounced their fraud by sending message 

to info@heal-online.org.  

I'd love to quote John Goodman from "The Big Lebowski" to end this 

article, but, feel, it is too gender specific a quote.  That should give 

you an idea of what I'd like to say to Sacred Breath Academy 

personally.  I'll just say #WhatCheneySaid and leave it at that.  

Check Twitter for that hashtag for more information.

[1] https://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2014/06/the-seven-signs-youre-in-a-

cult/361400/

[2]http://www.heal-online.org/bolthouse.htm

[3]http://www.heal-online.org/abundant2.htm

[4]http://q13fox.com/2014/10/10/prosecutor-christian-boarding-school-employees-

caught-on-camera-brutally-beating-teen-boy-in-their-care/

[5]https://www.womenofgrace.com/blog/?p=14123

[6]https://www.quackwatch.org/11Ind/gordon3.html

[7]https://forum.culteducation.com/read.php?12,5918,5935

[8]http://rebirthbreathe.blogspot.com/2006/05/dave-breathe-warning.html

[9]https://www.cultwatch.com/howcultswork.html
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